
Based on your experience this far,  you are more than capable to figure
out the rest of your journey on your own. Consider your options and
keep going. You can choose to go deeper into the programming side
(further exploring Back end) or to delve further into Front end with
elements of design, user experience etc. or look into the DevOps side
(cloud and other services).   

Before you go, a word of advice ( don't say I didn't warn you!):  
The web moves fast!  Unless you keep learning, you'l l  f ind yourself obsolete So
fast!

You're planning to explore web development for your transition to tech - and
have no idea where to start. Follow this path to get a big-picture idea of
what's needed, then visit www.transitionintotech.com/learn  to find all the
relevant learning plans, covering all the tech below, to get started. 

WELCOME TO YOUR JOURNEY TO WEB DEVELOPMENT!

 WEB DEVELOPMENT

LEARNING ROADMAP: GETTING STARTED WITH 

HTML (Hypert Text Markup Language) is a standardized
markup language for creating webpages. You can use it  to
create the backbone of a site and to add the content (text,
images, audio and video. HTML marks these up so they can
be interpreted and displayed correctly by the browser.  

HTML

CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) is a rule-based language used to style your
HTML code; think layout, colors, fonts, and even animations. Without it ,
your HTML page would look bare, l ike text on a page. CSS specifies how
your HTML elements are displayed on screen - how your information is
visually presented to users.   

CSS

JavaScript ( JS) is a scripting / programming language used to enhance your
HTML code by making websites dynamic and interact. If  a website does
anything more than just display information, if  you get to interact with the
information in any way - f i l l  out interactive forms, stop/play a video, look
at photos in a sl ideshow etc. -  chances are JavaScript was used in building
the site. 

JAVASCRIPT

VERSION CONTROL, GIT AND GITHUB
Version control is a system that help keep track of multiple versions of a
same project (software, documents etc.)  over time. It  al lows you to
recall  specific versions later, to compare versions ad identify
differences etc. Git is such a version control system, and GitHub is a
cloud-based hosting service for managing Git projects (repositories).  

FRAMEWORKS AND LIBRARIES
Libraries are collections of pre-written, reusable 'routines' (or
scripts) that a program can reference (instead of having to
recreate it) .  Frameworks are collections of tools and l ibraries
providing a 'preset'  way to organise your code - helping you
streamline development and avoid the need to reinvent the
wheel.  

RESPONSIVENESS, ACCESSIBILITY,
TECHNICAL SEO

These are more than simply trendy buzzwords - they are essential for
building a successful website in the 2020s. Most peole use the internet on
their mobiles - and responsiveness ensures that sites function properly on
mobile devices. Accessibil ity refers to a set of good practices designed to
ensure that people with disabil it ies  can access your site. And technical
SEO are simply requirements for making sure your site comes up in Google
searches. 

COMMAND LINE
Command line is an interface that allows you to converse
with your computer by typing commands instead of using
your mouse to select options in a menu. You can thus
navigate, view, modify, move and save fi les on your
computer with simple word commands. 

YOU ARE NOW WELL ON YOUR WAY, CONGRATS! 

Burning to get started? Come join the fun :) on
www.transitionintotech.com for your next step!


